Date:       June 24, 2020

Bulletin:   All Title Service Agents and MDOT MVA Branch Offices

From:       Business Licensing and Driver Instructional Services

Subject:    Legislation Reminder – SB 707 Motor Vehicles – Temporary In-Transit Registration

This bill authorizes the Maryland Department of Transportation Motor Vehicle Administration (MDOT MVA) or a licensed Title Service Agent to issue a Temporary In-Transit Registration to a non-resident owner who has purchased a vehicle to operate the vehicle on a highway in the State only for the purpose of transporting the vehicle to a jurisdiction outside the State for titling and registration.

Effective July 1, 2020, Temporary In-Transit Registration may only be issued for a period of 14 days, for a fee of $15.00 to:

- Non-resident owner(s) of a vehicle; only after the vehicle owner has furnished proof of identity, vehicle ownership, and insurance; and
- Maryland titled vehicles.

The Title Service Agent may not issue more than one Temporary In-Transit Registration for any vehicle.

Due to the MDOT MVA upcoming system modernization deployment, there will be two processes for this transaction type:

**July 1 thru July 2, 2020** - Any application for In-Transit Registration will have to be walked into a MDOT MVA Branch Office for processing; the registration information will be printed on an In-Transit Temporary Registration (form VR-313A). The customer will display this form in the vehicle’s rear window.

**Beginning July 6, 2020**, Title Service Agents will be able to issue the Temporary In-Transit Registration thru their ERT Vendor software; and the In-Transit Temporary Registration form VR-313A will be obsolete. The In-Transit Tag will be printed on the current 60-day Temporary Tag paper. Currently, the MDOT MVA Warehouse is fulfilling all Temporary Tag orders. To place your order, please fax the “MVA Temporary Tag Material Order Ticket” to 410-766-3827 or email it to mva warehouse@mdot.maryland.gov. A maximum of 25 In-Transit tags can be ordered at a time.

Questions? Please contact us at bldisd@mdot.maryland.gov